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Abstract

This paper presents the IPUS �Integrated Process�
ing and Understanding of Signals� architecture
to address the traditional perceptual paradigm�s
shortcomings in complex environments� It has two
premises� ��� the search for correct interpretations
of signal processing algorithms� �SPAs� outputs re�
quires concurrent search for SPAs and control pa�
rameters appropriate for the environment	 and �
�
interaction between these search processes must
be structured by a formal theory of how inappro�
priate SPA usage can distort SPA output� We de�
scribe IPUS�s key components �discrepancy detec�
tion	 diagnosis	 reprocessing	 and di�erential di�
agnosis� and their instantiation in an acoustic in�
terpretation system� This application	 along with
another in the radar domain	 supports our claim
that the IPUS paradigm is feasible and generic�

Introduction

In traditional knowledge�based perceptual systems �	
���	 numeric signal processing is �xed	 and interpre�
tation processes are limited to analyzing the single
view a�orded by this processing� This paradigm as�
sumes that a small set of front�end signal processing
algorithms �SPAs� with �xed parameter settings can
produce adequate evidence for deriving plausible inter�
pretations under all scenarios� The complex environ�
ments that next�generation systems will monitor	 how�
ever	 have variable signal to noise ratios	 unpredictable
source behaviors	 and many sources whose signatures
can mask or otherwise distort each other� Under the
traditional paradigm	 such environments often require
combinatorially explosive SPA sets with multiple pa�
rameter settings to capture the variety of signals ad�
equately ��� and to handle the variety of processing
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goals the current environment may dictate� To avoid
this problem	 we argue that knowledge�based percep�
tual research needs to consider a paradigm incorpo�
rating dynamic SPA recon�guration� This term refers
not only to recon�guration for tracking changes in sig�
nal behavior	 but also to �repeated� recon�guration for
analyzing cached data to reduce uncertainty in signal
interpretations�

Research in active vision and robotics has recog�
nized the importance of tracking�oriented recon�gu�
ration ����	 and tends to use a control�theoretic ap�
proach for making recon�guration decisions� It is in�
deed sometimes possible to reduce the recon�guration
of small sets of front�end SPAs to problems in linear
control theory� In general	 however	 the problem of de�
ciding when an SPA �e�g� a shape�from�X algorithm or
an acoustic �lter� with particular parameter settings is
appropriate to a given environment may involve non�
linear control or be unsolvable with current control the�
ory techniques�

Recent systems in other �elds ��	 �	 �	 �	 ��� have
used symbolically�oriented architectures that permit
interpretation processes to recon�gure front�end signal
processing� However	 as the Related Work section
will show	 their architectures have not been general
enough� We have developed an architecture to per�
mit more general interaction between signal process�
ing and signal interpretation by explicitly representing
the theory underlying front�end SPAs� The Integrated
Processing and Understanding of Signals �IPUS� ar�
chitecture has two premises for complex environments�
The �rst is that the search for correct interpretations of
numeric SPAs� outputs requires a concurrent search for
SPAs and control parameters appropriate for the en�
vironment� The second premise is that the interaction
between these search processes must be bidirectional
and structured by a formal theory of how inappropri�
ate parameter settings or applications of SPAs lead to
speci�c discrepancies in SPA output�

This paper presents ��� the generic architecture	
�
� the IPUS components� generic design and interac�
tion	 ��� IPUS instantiated in a sound understanding
testbed	 ��� related work	 and ��� conclusions�



The Generic IPUS Architecture

Before describing IPUS we must �rst discuss SPAs	
the basic means for analyzing environmental signals�
When applied to a signal	 an SPA instance produces
correlates	 which serve as evidence for hypothesizing
features of objects �e�g� sounds or physical objects��
An SPA instance is speci�ed by values for a generic
SPA�s parameters	 and these values induce capabilities
or limitations with respect to the scenario being mon�
itored� We use �SPA� to refer to SPA instances� Con�
sider the Short�Time Fourier Transform �STFT� ����
in the acoustic domain� An STFT instance has partic�
ular values for its parameters	 such as analysis window
length	 frequency�sampling rate	 and decimation factor
�consecutive analysis windows� separation�� Depend�
ing on a scenario�s spectral features and their time�
variant nature	 these parameter values increase or de�
crease the instance�s usefulness in monitoring the sce�
nario� Instances with large window lengths provide �ne
frequency resolution for scenarios containing sounds
with time�invariant components	 but at the cost of
poor time resolution for scenarios containing sounds
with time�varying components�
Figure �a shows the generic IPUS architecture� Two

types of signal interpretation hypotheses are stored on
the hierarchical blackboard� current signal data�s in�
terpretations and expectations about future data�s in�
terpretations�
The design of IPUS assumes that signal data is ana�

lyzed in blocks� IPUS uses an iterative process to con�
verge to appropriate SPAs and interpretations� The
following is a summary �see Architecture Compo�
nents and ��
	 ��� for more detail�� For each data
block	 the loop starts by processing the signal with an
initial SPA con�guration� These SPAs are selected not
only to identify and track the objects most likely to
appear	 but also to provide indications of when less
likely or unknown objects have appeared� In the next
loop step	 a discrepancy detection process tests for dis�
crepancies between the correlates of each SPA in the
current con�guration and expectations based on ���
object models	 �
� the correlates of other SPAs in the
con�guration	 and ��� application�domain signal char�
acteristics� These comparisons may occur both after
SPA output is generated and after interpretations are
generated� If discrepancies are detected	 a diagnosis
process then attempts to explain them in terms of a set
of distortion hypotheses� This diagnosis uses the for�
mal theory underlying the signal processing� The loop
ends with a signal reprocessing stage that proposes and
executes a search plan to �nd a new front�end �i�e� a set
of SPAs� to eliminate or reduce the hypothesized dis�
tortions� After the loop�s completion	 if there are any
similarly�rated competing top�level interpretations	 a
di�erential diagnosis process selects and executes a re�
processing plan to detect features that will discrimi�
nate among the alternatives�
IPUS is intended to integrate the search for interpre�

tations of SPA correlates with the search for SPA pa�
rameter values appropriate to the scenario� In complex
environments we argue that these searches must inter�
act bidirectionally under the guidance of a domain�s
formal signal processing theory� The dual search in the
framework becomes apparent with the following obser�
vations� Each time data is reprocessed	 whether for
disambiguation or distortion elimination	 a new state
in the SPA search space is tested for how well it elimi�
nates distortions� The measurement of distortion elim�
ination or disambiguation assumes that the system�s
current state in the interpretation space matches the
scenario being observed� Failure to remove a hypoth�
esized distortion after a bounded search in the SPA
space will lead to a new search in the interpretation
space� This occurs because the diagnosis and repro�
cessing results represent attempts at justifying the as�
sumption that the current interpretation is correct� If
either diagnosis or reprocessing fails	 there is a strong
likelihood that the current interpretation is not cor�
rect and a new search is required in the interpretation
space� Furthermore	 the results of failed reprocessing
can constrain the new interpretation search by elim�
inating from consideration objects with features that
should have been found during the reprocessing�
We designed IPUS to serve as the basis of percep�

tual systems that can manage their interpretations�
uncertainty levels� Therefore	 we had to provide the
architecture�s control framework with a way to rep�
resent factors that a�ect interpretations� certainties�
The control framework also had to support context�
sensitive focusing on particular uncertainties in order
to control engagement and interruption of the archi�
tecture�s reprocessing loop�
For these reasons	 IPUS uses the RESUN ��� frame�

work to control knowledge source �KS� execution� This
framework supports the view of interpretation as a
process of gathering evidence to resolve hypotheses�
sources of uncertainty �SOUs�� It incorporates a lan�
guage for representing SOUs as structures which trig�
ger the selection of appropriate interpretation strate�
gies� Problem�solving is driven by information in the
problem solving model	 which is a summary of the cur�
rent interpretations and the SOUs associated with each
one�s supporting hypotheses� An incremental	 reactive
planner maintains control using control plans and fo�
cusing heuristics� Control plans are schemas that de�
�ne the strategies and SPAs available to the system
for processing and interpreting data	 and for resolving
interpretation uncertainties� Focusing heuristics are
context�sensitive tests to select SOUs to resolve and
processing strategies to pursue�

Architecture Components

This section provides detailed	 yet generic	 descriptions
of the key architectural components� Our focus is on
the three roles a domain�s formal signal processing the�
ory can play in guiding interpretation and processing in
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Figure �� �a shows the generic IPUS architecture� �b shows the architecture instantiated for the sound understanding testbed�
Solid arrows indicate data�ow relations� Dotted arrows indicate plans that the planner can pursue when trying to reduce
SOUs �discrepancies� in the problem solving model that were selected by the focusing heuristics� Knowledge to instantiate the
architecture for an application is shown in parentheses in �b� Reprocessing plans can produce SPA output at any abstraction
level� not just the lowest�

a complex environment� ��� providing methods to de�
termine discrepancies between an SPA�s expected cor�
relate set and its computed correlate set	 �
� de�ning
distortion processes that explain how discrepancies be�
tween expectations and an SPA�s computed correlates
result when the SPA has inappropriate values for spe�
ci�c parameters	 and ��� specifying strategies to repro�
cess signals so that distortions are removed or ambigu�
ous data is disambiguated�
We relate a signal processing theory to SPAs and

their interaction with the environment using SPA pro�
cessing models� An SPA processing model describes
how the output of the SPA changes when one of its
control parameters is varied while all the others are
held �xed�
SPA processing models serve as the basis for de�ning

how the parameter settings of an SPA can introduce
distortions into the SPA�s computed correlates� These
distortions cause SPA output discrepancies� Consider
an SPA processing model corresponding to the STFT�s
WINDOW�LENGTH parameter and how this model
can be used to de�ne distortions� Assume that an
STFT with an analysis window of length W is applied
to a signal sampled at rate R� If the signal came from a
scenario containing two or more frequency tracks closer

than R�W 	 Fourier theory predicts that the tracks will
appear as one track in the STFT�s correlates�

Discrepancy Detection

Discrepancy detection is crucial to IPUS�s iterative ap�
proach� Its inclusion in the IPUS loop relies on sev�
eral observations� An SPA�s correlates can be com�
pared with expectations based on object models or
on a priori environment constraints such as maximum
bounds on sounds� rate of temporal change in fre�
quency� Most importantly	 a domain�s signal process�
ing theory can specify how one SPA�s correlates for a
context�independent feature can serve as the basis of
expectations for another SPA�s output correlates� This
speci�cation can serve to check an SPA�s appropriate�
ness to the environment� It can also serve to decide
where to selectively apply another SPA in the signal
data stream to obtain correlates for context�dependent
features� For example	 in the acoustic domain a time�
domain energy tracking algorithm can detect impul�
sive sources whose short�duration frequency compo�
nents might be smoothed to indetectability in the out�
put of an STFT with a wide analysis window� Thus	
the energy algorithm can serve as a standard against
which STFT output can be compared�



We categorize discrepancies in focusing heuristics for
diagnostic consideration in the following order�

faults A discrepancy detected between an SPA�s cor�
relates and correlates from other SPAs applied to
the same data� In �
� we discuss several fault dis�
crepancy detection algorithms used in the sound un�
derstanding testbed� Faults are considered for diag�
nosis �rst since inconsistency among the outputs of
two or more SPAs within a front�end almost always
indicates a front�end�s inappropriate application�

violations A discrepancy detected between an SPA�s
correlates and environment constraints� Violations
are ranked second for diagnosis since they re�ect a
comparison between only one SPA�s output and do�
main characteristics that may be incompletely spec�
i�ed�

con�icts A discrepancy between an SPA�s correlates
and the output expected based on previous high�
level interpretations� Con�icts are ranked third for
diagnosis since they re�ect a comparison between
SPA output and interpretations which may not be
accurate even if they are based on appropriately�
processed data�

In IPUS	 con�ict discrepancy detection is distributed
among all KSs that interpret lower�level data as higher�
level concepts� Each such KS checks if any data can
support a sought�after expectation� If no such data or
only partially supportive data is found	 the KS records
this fact as an SOU in the problem solving model	 to
be resolved at the discretion of the focusing heuristics�
Once a data block�s front�end processing is completed	
a discrepancy detection KS checks if SPA correlates are
consistent with each other	 testing for violations and
faults de�ned by the system designer�
An important consideration in discrepancy detection

is that expectation hypotheses are sometimes only ex�
pressible qualitatively	 as in the example	 �During the
next ��� to �� msec	 a sinusoidal component currently
at �
�� Hz will shift to a frequency between ���� and

��� Hz�� Thus	 our testbed discrepancy detection
components use a range calculus similar to Allen�s ���
to specify discrepancies�

Discrepancy Diagnosis

The discrepancy diagnosis KS is included to take ad�
vantage of the fact that a signal domain�s SPA process�
ing models can predict the form of an SPA�s correlates
when the SPA�s parameter values are appropriate or
inappropriate to the current scenario�
The KS models this knowledge in a database of dis�

tortion operators� When an operator is applied to
a description of undistorted SPA output	 it returns
the output with the operator�s distortion introduced�
The KS uses these operators in a means�ends analy�
sis framework ���� to �explain� discrepancies between
the expected form of an SPA�s correlates and the ac�
tual form of the SPA�s computed correlates� There are

two inputs for this KS� an initial state representing the
expected correlates� form and a goal state represent�
ing the computed correlates� form� The formal task
of diagnosis is to generate an operator sequence map�
ping the initial state onto the goal state� Note that
there is a di�erence between discrepancies and distor�
tions� Distortions are used to explain discrepancies� It
is also possible for several distortions to explain the
same kinds of discrepancies� In the IPUS Instantia�
tion section we will see how a �low frequency resolu�
tion� distortion explains �missing� track discrepancies�
The KS�s search for a distortion operator sequence

is iteratively carried out using progressively more com�
plex abstractions of the initial and goal states	 until a
level is reached where a sequence can be generated us�
ing no more signal information than is available at that
level� Thus	 the KS mimics expert diagnostic reasoning
in that it o�ers simplest explanations �rst ���� Once
a sequence is found	 the KS enters its verify phase	
�drops� to the lowest abstraction level	 and checks
that each operator�s pre� and post�conditions are met
when all available state information is considered� If
veri�cation succeeds	 the operator sequence and a di�
agnosis region indicating the hypotheses involved in
the discrepancy are returned� If it fails	 the KS at�
tempts to �patch� the sequence by �nding operator
subsequences that eliminate the unmet conditions and
inserting them in the original sequence� If no patch is
possible	 and no alternative explanations can be gener�
ated	 the hypotheses hypotheses in the initial state are
annotated with an SOU with a very negative rating�
An issue not addressed in earlier work ���� that arose

in the development of IPUS is the problem of inap�
plicable explanations� Sometimes the �rst explana�
tion o�ered by the KS will not enable the reprocessing
mechanism to eliminate a discrepancy� In these cases	
the architecture permits reactivation of the diagnostic
KS with the previous explanation supplied as one that
must not be returned again� To avoid repeating the
search performed for the previous explanation	 the KS
stores with its explanations the search�tree context it
was in when the explanation was produced� The KS�s
search for a new explanation begins from that point�

Signal Reprocessing

Once distortions have been explained	 it falls to the re�
processing KS to search for appropriate SPAs and pa�
rameter values that can reduce or remove them� This
component incorporates the following phases� assess�
ment� selection� and execution� The reprocessing KS
input includes a description of the input and output
states	 the distortion operator sequence hypothesized
by the diagnosis KS	 and a description of the discrep�
ancies present between the input and output states�
The assessment phase uses case�based reasoning con�
strained by signal processing theory to generate re�
processing plans that have the potential of eliminat�
ing the hypothesized distortions present in the current



situation� For example	 Fourier theory indicates that
frequency resolution distortions	 if actually present in
STFT output	 can be eliminated in a reapplication
of the SPA with its FFT�SIZE parameter double or
quadruple that of the original setting�
In the selection stage	 a plan is selected from the

retrieved set based on computation costs or other cri�
teria supplied by focusing heuristics� The execution
phase consists of incrementally adjusting the SPAs pa�
rameters	 applying the SPAs to the portion of the sig�
nal data that is hypothesized to contain distortions	
and testing for discrepancy removal� The execution
phase is necessarily incremental because the situation
description is at least partially qualitative	 and there�
fore it is generally impossible to predict a priori exact
parameter values to be used in the reprocessing�
Execution continues until the distortion causing the

discrepancy is removed or plan failure occurs� Plan
failure is indicated when either the plan�s iterations ex�
ceed a �xed threshold or a plan iteration requires a SPA
parameter to have a value outside �xed bounds� When
failure occurs	 the diagnosis KS can be re�invoked to
�nd an alternative explanation for the original distor�
tions� If no alternative explanation can be found	 the
hypotheses involved in the discrepancy are annotated
with SOUs indicating low con�dence due to irresolv�
able discrepancies�

Di�erential Diagnosis

We include the di�erential diagnosis KS to produce re�
processing plans that prune the interpretation search
space when ambiguous data is encountered� Its input is
the ambiguous data�s set of alternative interpretations	
and it returns the time period in the signal to be repro�
cessed	 the evidence each interpretation requires	 and
the set of proposed reprocessing plans�
The KS �rst labels any observed evidence in the in�

terpretation hypotheses� overlapping features as �am�
biguous�� It then determines the hypotheses� discrim�
inating features �e�g�	 in the acoustic domain	 those
frequency tracks of the competing source hypotheses�
models which don�t overlap any other models� tracks��
For each discriminating feature with no observed evi�
dence	 the KS posits an explanation for how the evi�
dence could have gone undetected	 assuming the source
was present� These explanations index into a plan
database	 and select reprocessing plans to cause the
missing evidence to appear� The KS then checks each
ambiguous data region for resolution problems based
on source models �e�g�	 a frequency region�s peaks could
support one source Y component or two source Z com�
ponents�	 and selects reprocessing plans to provide
�ner component resolution in those regions�
The reprocessing plan set returned is the �rst non�

empty set in the sequence� missing�evidence and
ambiguous�evidence plan sets� intersection	 missing�
evidence plan set	 ambiguous�evidence plan set� This
hierarchy returns the plans most likely to prune many

interpretations from further consideration� The alter�
native hypotheses� temporal overlap region de�nes the
reprocessing region	 and the ambiguous and missing
evidence handled by the reprocessing plan set de�nes
the support evidence� A plan from the returned set
is then iteratively executed as in the reprocessing KS
until either a plan�failure criterion is met or at least
one support evidence element is found�
This KS�s explanatory reasoning for missing evi�

dence is primitive compared to the discrepancy diag�
nosis KS�s� Only simple	 single distortions like loss
of low�energy components due to energy thresholding
are considered� no multiple�distortion explanations are
constructed� This design is justi�ed because the KS�s
role is to quickly prune large areas of interpretation
spaces	 without preference for any particular interpre�
tation� When a particular interpretation is preferred
�rated� over alternatives and a detailed explanation
for its missing support is required	 IPUS control plans
would instead use the discrepancy diagnosis KS	 en�
coding the preferred interpretation in the initial state�

IPUS Instantiation

We have implemented a sound understanding testbed
to test the IPUS architecture�s realizability and gen�
erality �see Figure �b�� In this section we discuss one
of the testbed experiment scenarios and how the ar�
chitecture structured the application of acoustic signal
processing knowledge to the scenario�s interpretation�
The discussion is not intended to illustrate speci�c con�
trol plans� execution or speci�c SOUs� generation� The
testbed version described here is called con�guration
C��� We are currently developing a second version
C�� that still relies on the basic IPUS framework but
that uses approximate�knowledge KSs to constrain the
number of sound models retrieved when large sound
libraries are used�
The testbed uses ����Kb of Common Lisp code and

runs on a TI Explorer II�� All SPAs are implemented
in software� The testbed SPA database has � classes�
STFT	 energy tracking	 and spectral peak�picking� For
this experiment the source database contains � syn�
thetic and noise�free real�world acoustic source mod�
els� the signal is sampled at ��KHz� The scenario
and pertinent source models appear in Figure 
� The
testbed was initially con�gured to track a hairdryer
sound with two frequency components at ���� and
���� Hz� The con�guration had a high peak�picking
energy threshold to minimize the number of low�energy
noise peaks produced by the hairdryer	 and STFT pa�
rameter settings to provide enough resolution to sepa�
rate the hairdryer�s frequency components� The tele�
phone ring and the door slam represent unexpected
source events for which the testbed must temporarily
switch SPA con�gurations if it is to identify them with
su�cient certainty�
Because the testbed�s SPA settings were originally

set for tracking the hairdryer	 the testbed must de�
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tect several discrepancies and perform reprocessing to
reasonably analyze the scenario� In block ��s data	 the
��
��� �

��Hz region has insu�cient resolution to dis�
play the phone ring�s components due to the frequency�
sampling provided by the STFT SPA�s FFT�SIZE pa�
rameter value� This causes a narrow�band set of peaks
with no clear energy trends to appear in the region	
thus violating the noise distribution model and raising
a discrepancy� The output could support the phone
ring	 the doorbell	 or even both� Had only one candi�
date interpretation been identi�ed	 the testbed would
have handled the violation discrepancy via the repro�
cessing loop� Because more than one interpretation
exists	 however	 the testbed�s focusing heuristics se�
lect di�erential diagnosis to resolve the interpretation
uncertainty� The diagnosis �nds two reasons for the
confusion� the peak�picking SPA�s high energy thresh�
old designed for the hairdryer would prevent the door�
bell�s low�energy 

�� Hz component from appearing
if it were present and the ��
��� �

�� region�s low fre�
quency resolution� The uncertainty is resolved in favor
of the phone ring interpretation through reprocessing
that doubles the FFT�SIZE and decreases the energy
threshold� The phone ring�s de�nition and block ��s in�
terpretation generate the expectation for block 
 that
it should contain the phone ring�s frequencies�

Because the testbed�s primary goal is to track the
hairdryer	 the parameter settings are reset to their
original values� In block 
	 the testbed detects a fault
discrepancy between its time�domain energy�estimator
SPA output and its STFT SPA output� The energy�
estimator detects the door slam�s substantial energy
increase followed about ��� seconds later by a precipi�
tous decrease� The STFT SPA	 however	 produces no
signi�cant set of peaks to account for the signal en�
ergy �ux� This is because the SPA�s time decimation
parameter is too small� The testbed also detects a
con�ict discrepancy between expectations established
from block � for the ��
��� �

�� frequency region and
the STFT SPA�s output� The STFT SPA produces a
peak set with no energy trends that can support the
phone ring�s expected continuation because of inade�
quate frequency sampling in the region� Both discrep�
ancies are resolved by reprocessing based on discrep�

ancy diagnosis explanations� The �rst discrepancy is
resolved through reprocessing with a larger decimation
value and smaller STFT windows	 while the second is
resolved through reprocessing with the �ner frequency
sampling provided by a 
�� FFT�SIZE�

Related Work
IPUS represents the formalization and extension of
concepts explored in our work on a diagnosis system
that used formal signal processing theory to debug sig�
nal processing systems ���� and in work on meta�level
control ���� that used a process of fault�detection	 diag�
nosis	 and replanning to choose appropriate parameters
for controlling a problem�solving system�
Recent systems have begun to explore interaction

between interpretation activity and signal processing�
The GUARDIAN system�s ��� data management com�
ponent controls signal sampling rates with respect to
real�time constraints� It is designed for monitoring
simple signals such as heart rate and does not seem ad�
equate for monitoring signals with complex structures
that must be modeled over time� The framework is
typical of systems whose input data points already rep�
resent useful information and require no formal front�
end processing�
Many perceptual frameworks ��	 �	 �� implement the

reprocessing concept only as recon�guration guided by
di�erential diagnosis� Often	 they continuously gather
data from every available SPA whether required for in�
terpretation improvement or not� Only when ambigu�
ous data is observed are certain SPAs� outputs actually
examined to distinguish between competing interpreta�
tions� This approach�s uncertainty representations at�
tribute deviations between signal behavior and event
models solely to chance source variations	 never to a
signal�s interaction with unsuitable SPAs�
In the GOLDIE system ���� interpretation goals

guide the choice of image segmentation algorithms	
their parameter settings	 and their application regions
within an image array� The system generates sym�
bolic explanations for an algorithm�s �un�suitability
to a particular region� In these features the frame�
work approaches the capabilities of IPUS	 but notably
it does not incorporate diagnosis� If an algorithm�s
segmentation is unexpectedly poor	 the system cannot
diagnose the result and use this information to refor�
mulate algorithm search	 but simply re�segments with
the original search�s next rated algorithm�

Conclusion
IPUS provides structured	 bidirectional interaction be�
tween the search for SPAs appropriate to the envi�
ronment and the search for interpretations to explain
the SPAs� output� The availability of a formal sig�
nal processing theory is an important criterion for de�
termining the architecture�s applicability to a domain�
IPUS allows system developers to organize signal pro�
cessing knowledge into formal concepts of discrepancy



tests	 SPA processing models	 distortion operators	 and
reprocessing�SPA application strategies� A major ar�
chitectural contribution is to unify SPA recon�guration
performed for symbolic�based interpretation processes
with that performed for numeric�based processes as a
single reprocessing concept�
With respect to scaling	 one might argue that

the time required by multiple reprocessings under
IPUS would be unacceptably high in noisy environ�
ments� This view ignores IPUS�s advantage over other
paradigms in that it selectively samples several front�
end processings� outputs	 avoiding the traditional ap�
proach of continuously sampling several front�end pro�
cessings� results� IPUS also encourages the develop�
ment of fast	 highly specialized	 theoretically sound
SPAs for reprocessing in appropriate contexts ����� In
this respect the IPUS paradigm decreases the expected
processing time for scenarios requiring several process�
ing views for plausible interpretations�
Our acoustic testbed experiments indicate that the

basic functionality and interrelationships of the archi�
tecture�s components are realizable� An indication of
the architecture�s generality can be seen in its use not
only in the acoustic interpretation testbed discussed in
this paper but also in a radar interpretation system be�
ing developed at Boston University� Our current work
in the architecture is concerned with predicting bounds
on the amount of reprocessing an environment can in�
duce in IPUS�based systems�
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